
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  
Review Eagle unveils a new innovative AI-powered service, “Review Eagle Pro,” 
marking a significant leap in reputation marketing beyond traditional reputation 
management. This state-of-the-art offering seamlessly blends managing a brand's 
5-star reputation with expansive brand reputation ads placed on 50,000+ 
renowned websites like CNN, Facebook, Reddit, and ESPN.  The AI-powered ads 
project the brand’s 5-star reputation aiming to re-engage website visitors and 
surging conversions up to 249%.   
 
ALBANY, NEW YORK (September 12th, 2023)  

Review Eagle Introduces AI-Powered Review Eagle Pro Pioneering the Future of 
Reputation Marketing 

Review Eagle, a leading provider of Review Management Solutions, announced the 
launch of its revolutionary AI-powered Review Eagle Pro Service.  In a breakthrough 
advancement for reputation marketing, this cutting-edge service amplifies a business's 
5-star reputation, seamlessly integrating it with high-converting banner ads, and then 
projecting this enhanced reputation across a vast retargeting network spanning 50,000+ 
major websites, such as CNN, Facebook, and Reddit, ESPN, and beyond.  This service 
is offered turnkey and done-for-you – a business simply signs up and connects to their 
Google business profile and Review Eagle handles the rest. 

Built from the ground up, Review Eagle incorporates the latest technologies, including 
the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The automation capabilities save businesses 
valuable time and double the rate of 5-star Review collecting. Review Eagle Pro 
includes the core Review Eagle reputation management platform to automatically direct 
clients to leave 5-star reviews with Google, Facebook, and Yelp in under 30 seconds. 
Review Eagle provides built-in tools to display authentic 5-star reviews on a brand’s 
website and social media presence.  Review Eagle Pro takes this foundation to the next 
level by projecting that 5-star reputation directly across the Internet on the most popular 
web destinations such as ESPN, and Facebook. CNN and many more with a 
specialized focus on a brand’s outstanding reputation to generate higher conversions. 

The power of “Review Eagle Pro” lies in its ability to leverage proven strategies that 
combine the strength of a brand's 5-star reputation with state-of-the-art banner ads 
created using artificial intelligence. This integration ensures maximum visibility and 
engagement, giving businesses an edge in converting more opportunities into sales. 



"Our AI-driven platform is not just about showcasing a brand's reputation; it’s about 
strategically placing that brand’s outstanding reputation in front of potential clients 
repeatedly at the right time and place. The result? Up to 249% higher conversions for 
businesses, all made possible with the Review Eagle Pro plan. This is the future of 
reputation management, and we call it reputation marketing, simplified and 
supercharged." – Adam Wills, Founder of Review Eagle. 

 

Features That Set Review Eagle Pro Apart: 

Super Charged Brand Awareness: Your business is projected the leader with a 5-star 
Reputation showing testimonials from authentic clients right onto the screens of just 
about any website they visit for the next month after they show interest in your product 
or service.  Your brand now is visible throughout their normal daily routine, repeatedly – 
giving you up to a 249% greater chance of converting every opportunity into a sale! 

Social Proof Leverage: The power of social proof and trust is the strongest factor in 
converting potential clients time and time again as businesses know the value of 
referrals and reviews.  Review Eagle Pro literally projects that your business is the 5-
Star leader right onto the screens of just about any website your potential clients visit for 
the next month.  This means you have the ability to leverage the power of social proof to 
convert clients on every website, leading up to a 249% greater chance of converting 
them to a sale.  

AI-Driven Retargeting: Utilizing advanced algorithms, Review Eagle ensures 
businesses re-engage the 96% of website visitors who initially leave without taking 
action. For the next 30 days, these individuals will encounter high-converting banner 
ads across a plethora of top-tier platforms. 

High-Converting Banner Ads: Review Eagle's design team crafts perfect banner ads 
that showcase your business as the 5-Star leader in your market.  These proven ad 
concepts not only appeal to the target audience but also reinforce brand messaging 
across multiple ad-display networks. 

One Price Pricing: Review Eagle Pro is offered with a simple monthly cost, with no 
hidden costs, including the full benefits of Reputation Marketing and up to 5,000 
monthly advertising display impressions on the extensive Retargeting Advertising 
network. 

Intuitive Management Interface: Clients are provided with a user-friendly dashboard to 
view and manage their business reputation, monitor 5-star reviews with alerts, reply to 
reviews, and view advertising campaign stats, ensuring complete transparency. 

AI-Powered Online Review Replier: The AI-powered system includes an online review 
reply system that you can 1-click reply to reviews right from inside the Review Eagle 



management platform.  You can easily reply to reviews across any platform (Google, 
Facebook, Yelp, and 20+ other platforms!) all from one central dashboard. 

Assured Client Satisfaction: A 14-day free trial is included with a bold 200% money-
back guarantee, Review Eagle stands behind its promise of delivering unparalleled 
results and satisfaction. 

For businesses eager to experience next-gen reputation marketing, Review Eagle offers 
a 14-day free trial of its revolutionary “Review Eagle Pro” service. 

For more information about the Review Eagle Pro see https://revieweagle.com/pro 

Review Eagle is available for businesses seeking to elevate their online presence and 
drive business growth. For more information and to start experiencing the power of 
Review Eagle, visit their website at www.revieweagle.com. 

About Review Eagle 

Review Eagle is a leading Review Management and Marketing platform that provides 
businesses with an innovative and automated solution for obtaining authentic 5-Star 
Reviews. Combining technology, strategy, and psychology, Review Eagle empowers 
businesses to boost their online reputation, attract new customers, and foster growth. 
With a focus on simplicity, automation, and proven results, Review Eagle is the go-to 
platform for businesses looking to maximize the impact of customer reviews. 
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